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IT services from the cloud are to be used
reliably.Cloud computing appeas to all sorts of users,
from businesses to private individuals, for various
reasons. Chief among the attractions is the fact that
these users have the opportunity to pay as they go:
pay-per-use(PPU) or pay on demand( POD). This
method of paying is not new. Indeed, we have been
using this business model so many years; for instance,
electricity suppliers employ this method to charge for
electricity used at home, where households pay for as
much as they use, instead of paying monthly. Another
example would be for pay-as-you-go for mobile
phones. What the PPU system offers, however, is
flexibility: we only pay for what we use and when we
use it. Cloud computing may seem to offer great
benefits, and both, individuals and organizations are
adopting it rapidly.
However, there are problems associated with this
system/environment. The main problem according to
Ian Foster, Yong Zhao, Ioan Raicu and Shiyong Lu[3]
is that, everytime a company wants to provide a
service, there arises a common need to use and
manage large facilities. This kind of managing of
systems is used for using and requesting resources
that are provided by central facilities like datacentres.
Highly parallel computations are implemented in
these environments and executed through thes
distributed resources. What has happened is that we
have created a new environment in which vast
amounts of information,etc. are being distributed
through a large number of computers. One
consequence of this is the issue of security. The large
and extensive scale of Cloud computing activities
requires effective security.

Abstract - Cloud Computing is a model for enabling
convenient, on-demand, ubiquitous, network access to a
shared pool of configurable computing resources that
can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal
management effort or service provider interaction.
The National Institute of Standards and Technology's
definition of cloud computing identifies "five essential
characteristics": On-demand self-service, broad
network access, Resource pooling, rapid elasticity &
measured service.
The primary objective of this
paper is to provide a basis for discussion between CSPs
(Cloud Service Providers) and Cloud customers.
Keywords- Cloud Security, Encryption, AES, Digital
Signature, Packet Sniffing.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Cloud computing is currently a buzzword in the world
of computing, and a few moments of browsing the
Web will soon reveal an extensive range of Cloud
services and products. The reason for this great
interest is that it offers what some earlier technologies
have wanted to do, namely, access to processing and
storage power on demand. Yet, despite its high
profile, many people do not really know what it is. In
essence,
Cloud computing is the outsourcing of what has
been described as an unlimited range of computer
resources, for instance processing power and storage
capacity, by means of virtualization, i.e. It lets a
private user to do the simulation of artificial
intelligence tests that consume lots of resources in
little time.
Cloud Computing has the long-term potential to
change the way information technology is provided
and used. But information security is a key factor if
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II.

SECURITY ISSUES IN CLOUD
COMPUTING

(AES) and others. This type of encryption and
decryption process uses a secret key. Asymmetric
cryptography, on the other hand, uses two different
keys, a “public key” for encryption, and a “private
key” for decryption. Examples include RSA
cryptography
and Elliptic Curve Cryptography
(ECC). Generally speaking, symmetric cryptography
is more efficient, and is suitable for encrypting large
volumes of data. Asymmetric cryptography requires
more computation time and is used for the decryption
keys required for symmetric cryptography.
The use of passwords as an authentication process is
more familiar to general users, but messages sent by
the user are vulnerable to surreptitious recording by
hackers who can then use the data in the message to
log into the service as the user. In more advanced
authentication systems, the system side will generate
a random number to send the user a challenge
message, requesting the user to transmit an encrypted
response message in reply to the challenge message,
thus authenticating that the user has the correct
encryption key. Without this key, the user will not be
allowed access. In the process of challenge and
response the client’s encrypted key uses the client’s
password to convert a derived value and. In this
program, each communication between the client and
server is unique, and a hacker using an old message
would fail to access the system. In addition, the OneTime Password (OTP) authentication system differs
from most peoples’ conception of a password. Most
people understand a password to be a password
chosen by the user to be meaningful, and can be used
again and again. The emphasis of OTP, however is
the single-use nature of the password.
After receiving authentication from the user, the
system side must create a secure transmission channel
to exchange information with the user. The Secure
Sockets Layer (SSL) is a common method of building
secure channels, primarily using RSA encryption to
transmit the secret keys needed for the both sides to
encrypt and decrypt data transmitted between them.
When using cryptographic technology to protect user
data, the keys used for encryption and decryption of
that data must be securely stored. In particular, cloud
computing service providers must have specific
methods for constraining internal system management
personnel to prevent them from obtaining both

As with every distributed system, Cloud Computing
has lots of problems. We have to take care of the
network infrastructure, which is not always in our
control, and be very careful with the data in order to
avoid third parties from capturing it. Some security
solutions and problems have been proposed by
ArmMichael Halton[2]:
• Web application vulnerabilities: Cross scripting,
SQL injections. Solution: Develop a security oriented
framework that teaches the best programming
practices.
• Vulnerabilities inherent to the TCP/IP stack and/or
the operating systems: DoS, and DDos (Distributed
denial of service). Solution: Deactivate unused
services, update applications and control rights.
• Authentication problems: IP spoofing, RIP attacks,
ARP poisoning. Solution: Use encrypted protocols if
possible prevents IP spoofing, controlling rights to
access ARP tables etc.
• The verification, tampering and loss of data.
Solution: encrypted data would be a solution, but,
’since the unencrypted data must reside in the
memory of the host running the computation’, this
must be encrypted in order to avoid memory copies
[9].
• Physical access. Solution: Control rights and log
actions when accessing the hardware.
• Privacy control of data. Solution: Use Service-level
agreements.
III.

EXISTING METHODS FOR CLOUD
ENVIRONMENT

Common methods for protecting user data include
encryption prior to storage, user authentication
procedures prior to storage or retrieval, and building
secure channels for data transmission. These
protection methods normally require cryptography
algorithms and digital signature techniques, as
explained below:
Common data encryption methods include symmetric
and asymmetric cryptography algorithms. Symmetric
cryptography is used in the U.S. Federal Information
Processing Standard’s (FIPS) 46-3 Triple Data
Encryption Algorithm (TDEA, also known as TripleDES or 3DES) or 197 Advanced Encryption Standard
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encrypted data and their decryption keys – this is
critical to protecting user data. Operator policies for
protecting user data must be clearly laid out in the
Service Level Agreement (SLA) and must explain
how special privilege users are prevented from
improperly accessing user data.
Kandukuri, Paturi and Rakshit offer six
recommendations for SLA content, including (1)
special privilege user data access must be controlled
to prevent unauthorized storage or retrieval, (2) cloud
computing services must comply with relevant laws,
(3) user data must be properly stored and encrypted,
(4) a reset mechanism must be provided in case of
service disruption or system crash, (5) service must be
sustainable and guaranteed against service
discontinuation due to change or dissolution of the
provider and (6) if cloud computing services are used
for illegal purposes, the provider must be able to
provide records to assist with investigations.
IV.

4) Once, Data is Encrypted in above Service
Module, it will transfer to Storage Service module
where Encrypted form is stored for future
purpose.
Once we move the data from One Service Module to
another, it’s no more Exist in Previous Module.
Cloud Computing tries to share only the user
interface while the resource interfaces are hiddent.
That’s the reason it’s known as SOA (Service
Oriented Architecture).
Encryption/Decryption Service Module:
AES provides plaintext length should be 128bit, its
key length has three optional values: the first value is
128bit, the second value is 192bit, and the third value
is 256bit. According to the secret key length, AES
algorithm completed Nr iterations. The relationship of
Nr times and key length is in the Table I as shown
below.

PROPOSED SECURE ARCHITECTURE

Table I
Relationship of Nr Times and Key Length

In our proposed system, the Authorization for the
Storage and Encryption/Decryption of User Data
must be vested with two different service
providers[1]. As our Encryption/Decryption as
Service provider includes management of the key
required for the encryption/decryption of user data,
but not the storage of decrypted or encrypted user
data. In this Propose Solution, user data in the
Storage Service System is all saved encrypted.
Without the decryption key, there is no way for the
service provider to access the user data. Within the
Encryption/Decryption Service System there is no
stored user data, thus eliminating the possibility that
user data might be improperly disclosed.
Following are the Steps:
1) User login through web App. into CRM Service.
2) CRM stores Data in Encrypted form using Digital
Signature. (In Earlier Approach, Unencrypted
data transmits due to which chances are more for
Packet Sniffing)
3) Now, Encrypted data will transfer to
Encrypt/Decrypt Service for Double Encryption,
Here we are using AES (ADVANCED
ENCRYPTION
STANDARDS)
for
Cryptography. This service will also Manage
Keys and Generate Unique ID for Each Users.

Key length
Nr times

128
10

192
12

256
14

The 128-bit input plaintext is divided into 16 bytes,
usually represented as a 4 * 4 matrix; each matrix
element is 8 bits (one byte). The plaintext sequence
from left to right is S00, S10, S20, S30,S01, S11, S21,
S31, S02, S12, S22, S32, S03, S13, S23, S33. The
plaintext block of any stage in the wheel transform is
named “state”[5] .
The initial plaintexts block M:
s00 s01 s02 s03
s10 s11 s11 s13
s20 s21 s12 s23
s30 s31 s13 s33
AES encryption has the following steps:
1) Conducted a round of secret key plus operator first.
2) Conducted Nr-1 iterations. Use S block to
substitute each byte; do the displacement for the
substitution result, then do the mix column
transform operation. After these, a round of secret
key plus operator is conducted.
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1)) Inverse byte
b
substtitution: Liike the byte
b
substitutionn, Inverse byyte substituttion search each
e
byte though the table.
2)) Inverse row displacem
ment: In con
ntrast with Row
R
displacemeent operationn.
3)) Inverse coolumn mix: aalmost the same
s
as coluumn
mix operattion, but inveerse column mix
has its
The
polynomial
own
poolynomial.
is
d(x)=0Bx33+0Dx2+09xx+0E.
4)) Key plus:: the same as key plu
us operationn in
encryptionn process.

3) Final roundd transform include bytte substitutioon,
line transform
mation and key
k processinng operationn.
A algorithhm:
Appplication of AES
Filee encryptionn and decryption was resspectively ussed
in
the
&
downloaad)
(file
uplload
Enccryption/decryption moddules.
Enccryption process
1) Bytes trannsformation: AES definnes an S-box
matrix compposed with a 16 * 16 byttes array. Taake
the high 4 bit of 8 maatrix elemennts as the roow
t
value and loow 4 bit off 8 matrix ellements as the
column vallue searchinng S-box taable, and the
t
correspondinng value obbtained is thee result of the
t
transformatiion matrix ellements.
2) Row displaacement: displace a row
w of the Staate
matrix.
mial
3) Column mix: AES selected a fixeed polynom
mial
which is faccilitating to calculate. The polynom
is c(x)=03x33+01x2+01xx+02
02
01

03
02

01
03

V.

ONCLUSION
N
CO

Cloud computting is revollutionizing th
he way businness
ment,
is carried ouut in variouus industriess (Governm
ublic, Healthhcare, Softw
ware etc.)usee of informaation
Pu
teechnology resources and services, bu
ut the revoluution
allways comess with new problem. On
ne of the major
m
prroblems associated w
with Cloud computing is
Seecurity. Variious Securitty issues and
d Algorithms to
deeal with datta security iissues are diiscussed in this
paaper. This paper also discusses the
t
advantaages,
feeatures, servvices of thee cloud and
d the diffeerent
deeployment models.
m
In future, secu
urity algorithhms
will
w be impleemented prodducing resullts to justify the
co
oncepts of security ffor cloud computing
c
and
co
omparing thhem to findd out whicch is the most
m
effficient one.

01
01

S00 S01 S02 S03
S10 S11 S11 S13

VI.

Ressult matrix of
o column mix
m
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